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We can calculate the effect of individual mutations on the elemental content of proteins, and thereby the expected selective benefit of an amino-acid substitution under the carbon-sparing hypothesis. Similar logic should apply for other cellular components. Comparative studies have suggested that selection can change the amino-acid content of proteins, reducing an organism's use of the most limiting elements [1, 2] . However, the fitness benefit of any mutation that changes a single amino acid is likely to be extremely small. Following the approach of Bragg and Wagner [3] , and given the effective population size (Ne) for the LTEE of 3.3 x 10 7 [4] , we calculate that mutations that save a single carbon atom would be visible to selection, such that s > 1/(2Ne) [5] , in proteins with more than ~450 copies per cell. Individual amino-acid changes, specifically tryptophan to glycine, can save as many as 9 carbon atoms per protein molecule [3] . A mutation that saved 9 carbon atoms per protein molecule could be selected for in proteins with ~50 or more copies per cell. Of course, such a mutation would require a very long time to achieve fixation. As an example, consider a mutation that saves 9 carbon atoms per molecule in an abundant protein with 10,000 copies per cell. Even after escaping drift and without competition from other beneficial mutations, this mutation would require on the order of 10 6 generations (~400 years) to approach fixation in the population.
